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Handout B 2 

Order in Which the Four Functions Develop
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D: dominant function

a: auxiliary function

t: third or tertiary function

i: inferior function

iStJ iSFJ iNFJ iNtJ

D: sensing

a: thinking

t: Feeling

i: intuition

D: sensing

a: Feeling

t: thinking

i: intuition

D: intuition

a: Feeling

t: thinking

i: sensing

D: intuition

a: thinking

t: Feeling

i: sensing

isTP isFP inFP inTP

D: thinking

a: sensing

t: intuition

i: Feeling

D: Feeling

a: sensing

t: intuition

i: thinking

D: Feeling

a: intuition

t: sensing

i: thinking

D: thinking

a: intuition

t: sensing

i: Feeling

eStP eSFP eNFP eNtP

D: sensing

a: thinking

t: Feeling

i: intuition

D: sensing

a: Feeling

t: thinking

i: intuition

D: intuition

a: Feeling

t: thinking

i: sensing

D: intuition

a: thinking

t: Feeling

i: sensing

esTJ esFJ enFJ enTJ

D: thinking

a: sensing

t: intuition

i: Feeling

D: Feeling

a: sensing

t: intuition

i: thinking

D: Feeling

a: intuition

t: sensing

i: thinking

D: thinking

a: intuition

t: sensing

i: Feeling 

in the chart, the preference, or function, listed immediately following the four-letter type code 

is referred to as the dominant function. For example, for istJ, sensing is the dominant function. 

Find your own dominant function and think back to childhood. how would adults who knew 

you best have described you?

 • Dominant sensing types often agree that they were known as sensible or matter-of-

fact children.
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 • Dominant intuitive types were often viewed as imaginative children (or as 

daydreamers).

 • Dominant thinking types were often known for asking questions, wondering “Why?” 

and “how?”

 • Dominant Feeling types were often seen as empathetic children, aware of the feelings 

of others and concerned that everyone be included.

now look at the next function in the list, which is the A, for auxiliary, function. if the dominant 

function describes how you take in information (sensing or intuition), then the auxiliary function 

balances this with your preferred method for making decisions (thinking or Feeling). if the 

dominant function describes how you make decisions, the auxiliary function describes how 

you take in information. as you develop your first two preferences, you gain balance between 

these two processes.

Further, if you prefer extraversion, you use that dominant function in the outer world—when 

you are acting and interacting with others. if you prefer introversion, you use that dominant 

function in the inner world—when you have chances for reflection. We use our second, or 

auxiliary, function in the opposite world. to use our second functions—to ensure we are both 

taking in information and coming to closure—means we all need time alone and time with 

others, which is a key realization for all educators.
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